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l- Answer any five of the following question in short: 15
a- What is hypothesis? Why is it necessary that we should veriff a hypothesis.
b- Who is the earliest person who wrote on medicine in ancient India.
c- Which Indian scientist is know as the father of plastic surgery?
d- Why did J.C. Bose stammer while explaining his methods?
e- Why was Ramanujan granted half exemption in fees at school?
f- What is information Technology?
g- What has made small computers easily available?
h- Why is the method of plastic surgery known as 'The Hindu Method,?
i- what was the immediate effect of atomic bombing on Hiroshima?
j- Who was William Thomas?

2- Read the following passage carefully and answer the question given below? 5
The cases of heart attacks have been growing very rapidly in recent times. To contain and

control increasing deaths by heart attacks and to focus on public awareness at global level. The
World Health organization (WHO) and the world Heart Federation observed September 24 as
the world Heart Day. According to research, Four main habits which carise heart hazards: lack
of physical exercise, wrong eating habit, cigarette smoking and excessive alcohol drinking
regular physical exercise add years to the life of aheart patient. (walking) is the best mode of
doing regular physical exercise. This requires no money, no equipment, material of membership
of a club. Brisk walking on alternate days has also proven to be beneficial.

l- When is world Heart Day observed?
2- Why is world Heart Day observed?
3- What are the four main habits that cause health hazards?
4- What adds years to the life of a heart patient?
5- Which is the best mode of doing regular physical exercise?

b- Vocabulary 15
Give the synonyms of any five of the following words:
l- Constant 2- Feature 3- Unique 4- Alter 5- Happy 6- Fast

Give the Antonyms of any five of the following words:
l- Poor 2- First 3- Higher 4- Senior 5- Triumph 6- Great

Make the following words negative by using appropriate "Prefixes" (any five)
l- Leading 2- Successful 3- perfect 4- Continue 5- Operative 6- Advantage

UNit-III
3- Write a report on any one of the following l0

a- Write a report on the N.S.S. camp organizedby your college.
b- Write a report on the air pollution in your town.
c- Write a report on the annual function of your college.
d- Write a report on the bad-condition of roads in your locality?

UNit-IV
4- Expand any one of the following ideas in about 200 words: l0

l- 'Honesty is the best policy'
2- Prevention is better than cure.
3- As you sow, so shail you reap.
4- Haste makes waste.

Unit-V
5- Do as directed (any twenty)
a- Insert suitable articles where necessary:

l- Kalidas was---------- great Indian poet.
2- There are just ----few apples left.

20



3- We arranged to meet outside----------railway station.
4- Prachi will surely come if she gets------opportunity.

b- Fill in the blanks with proper form of verb 'be':
5- he a foreigner?
6- We--- tourists?

c- Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with isuitable forms of 'have' and do':
7- They-------- many books.
8- ------------not go there inthe dark.

d- Complete the following sentences by using the comparative degree of words where
necessary:
9- My bed is not very comfortable, Your bed I Q--

l0- This knite is not very sharp. Have you got a -------- one?
e- Complete the following sentences by wring the superlative degree of words:

I l- It was a very bad mistake. It was the -----..-- ever made.
l2-He is a very interesting person. He is the I have met.
Fill in the blanks spaces with possessives or self- forms:
13- I was given the award by the king..---.
l4- Aditi saw ----------in the mirror.
15- I have to blame for this error.

Rewrite the sentences given below in the present continuous tense form:
16- Prachi (live) in this apartment since 1999.
l7- She (study) engineering for the last four yours.

Complete the sentences below with 'will' or'shall'
18- I--------- try to do better neat time.
19-You---- sleep now.
20- They--- leave tomorrow.

Change the following sentence in to passive voice:
2l-Aditi gave him a book.
22-We refused them admission.
23- Who killed the tiger?

Fill in the blanks with suitable modals:
24-We*---- aim at noble goals. (desirability)
25- You:-- leave the office early today (Permission)


